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Abstract—We report a study of the original image reconstruc-
tion algorithm based on the time-of-flight maximum likelihood
expectation maximisation (TOF MLEM), developed for the total-
body (TB) Jagiellonian PET (J-PET) scanners. The method is
applicable to generic cylindrical or modular multi-layer layouts
and is extendable to multi-photon imaging. The system response
matrix (SRM) is represented as a set of analytical functions,
uniquely defined for each pair of plastic scintillator strips used
for the detection. A realistic resolution model (RM) in detector
space is derived from fitting the Monte Carlo simulated emissions
and detections of annihilation photons on oblique transverse
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planes. Additional kernels embedded in SRM account for TOF,
parallax effect and axial smearing. The algorithm was tested on
datasets, simulated in GATE for the NEMA IEC and static XCAT
phantoms inside a 24-module 2-layer TB J-PET. Compared to
the reference TOF MLEM with none or a shift-invariant RM,
an improvement was observed, as evaluated by the analysis
of image quality, difference images and ground truth metrics.
We also reconstructed the data with additive contributions,
pre-filtered geometrically and with non-TOF scatter correction
applied. Despite some deterioration, the obtained results still
capitalise on the realistic RM with better edge preservation and
superior ground truth metrics. The envisioned prospects of the
TOF MLEM with analytical SRM include its application in multi-
photon imaging and further upgrade to account for the non-
collinearity, positron range and other factors.

Index Terms—Nuclear medicine, Medical imaging, PET, Total-
Body PET, Jagiellonian PET, System response matrix, MLEM.

I. INTRODUCTION

As an established diagnostic tool in nuclear medicine,
positron emission tomography (PET) remains a rapidly evolv-
ing technology [1] in regards to general concepts [2]–[8],
new detector materials [9]–[14], radioactive tracers [15]–[17],
readout methods [6], [18]–[21] or hybrid imaging [22], [23].
One of the primary trends is the development of total-body
(TB) PET systems with the axial field-of-view (AFOV) reach-
ing up to 2 metres, which superior sensitivity and time-of-
flight (TOF) information available make them suitable for new
diagnostic methods [24]. Modern clinical TB scanners achieve
the coincidence resolving time (CRT) of 210 ps and spatial
resolution ∼ 3 mm [7], [25]–[28], and even better numbers
are reported for small animal PET tomographs or detectors
that account for the depth of interaction [5], [6], [20].

Such advancements constitute demanding requirements for
tomographic image reconstruction [29]. Besides, TOF TB
produces terabytes of data during acquisition and operates with
expanded projection (bin-) space due to a much higher number
of detection elements [30], [31]. Novel deep learning (DL)
algorithms provide remarkable achievements [23], [32]–[34],
but also consume colossal computational resources [35]. At
the same time, classical iterative methods – such as maximum
likelihood expectation maximisation (MLEM) [36] – not only
reflect the PET physics model for radio-tracers, but remain a
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reliable solution for regular machinery [37]. Moreover, while
MLEM, as the simplest iterative method, can serve as a good
benchmark for testing new tomographs, many DL techniques
are successfully embedded in such algorithms [34], [37], [38].

To define a fair system response matrix (SRM) – a key
element of iterative algorithms – for a modern TB PET
scanner, one must take into account multiple factors: detector
blur, non-collinearity, parallax effect or positron range, espe-
cially in multi-photon acquisition mode, where isotopes with
wider kinetic energy spectra are used [15], [39]–[41]. Another
technical challenge for multi-photon PET is similar to TB –
a massive yet sparse bin space, which renders the sinogram
data format inefficient and makes it hard to assess calibration,
sensitivity and attenuation factors. That favours the so-called
list-mode MLEM, based on the event-by-event data processing
and easy to scale for multi-threading [42].

The SRM definition is a fairly difficult task for the Jagiel-
lonian PET (J-PET) – an innovative cost-effective technology
which utilises Compton scattering for the detection of electron-
positron (e−e+) annihilation photons and can operate in multi-
photon mode, as well [2], [3], [10], [18], [19], [43]–[45].
One J-PET element is composed of an axially aligned plastic
scintillator strip and two photomultipliers (PMs) attached at
its ends. The PMs collect optical photons (a result of a scatter
that happened inside the strip) as time signals, giving hit
position and TOF. A combination of silicon PMs (SiPM)
and EJ-230 scintillators could achieve CRT = 237 ps for a
2-m long strip [46]. A multi-layer modular arrangement is
beneficial to compensate for the lower sensitivity and worse
axial resolution, improved by attaching an additional array
of wavelength shifting (WLS) scintillators [47]. Arguably,
such a complex geometry would produce a detector blur and
additional scatter that affect SRM. Early application of a
generic TOF MLEM from an open-source CASToR software
resulted in noisy images and lower resolution, inferior to the
algorithms designed specifically for the J-PET [31], [48].

The main goal of this work is to conduct a comprehensive
simulation study of the recently developed TOF MLEM that
defines SRM analytically for the multi-layer TB J-PET [48].
We upgrade the SRM model to account for the parallax effect
and tested it using the data for the NEMA IEC and the
eXtended CArdiac-Torso (XCAT) phantoms, simulated inside
a modular TB J-PET using the GATE framework [49]. The
research also reports the first results for the J-PET with scatter
correction applied.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. System response matrix and its decomposition

The relation between the expectation ⟨y⟩ of the PET data
and the unknown radioactive tracer distribution λ is defined
by a linear model:

⟨y⟩ = Mλ+ b̂, (1)

where M denotes the SRM of a PET system and b̂ is the ob-
servation error, constituted by random and scatter coincidences

[50]. M is sparse and can be decomposed in order of physical
phenomena:

M = MsensMdet.resMattMgeomMimg.res, (2)

where Msens represents the sensitivity, Mdet.res – blur imposed
in detector space, Matt – attenuation factors, Mgeom – geometric
projection matrix and Mimg.res – image space resolution, such
as positron range. The elements of mij ∈ M reflect the
conditional probabilities for detecting the coincident emissions
from some j-th voxel by i-th bin (pair of detectors for the case
of 511-keV back-to-back annihilation photons).

B. List-mode TOF MLEM
Assuming the mean of the measurements is an unbiased

estimate, the data can be modelled by the Poisson distribution
[36]. A log-likelihood cost function is utilised considering the
discrete photon counts ŷ ≡ {ŷi} and the unknown radio-
tracer distribution λ ≡ {λj}. The reconstructed image ⟨λ⟩
is acquired via maximisation:

⟨λ⟩ = argmax
λ

L(λ, ŷ), (3)

L(λ, ŷ) =
∑
i∈I

(−⟨yi⟩+ ŷi log ⟨yi⟩), (4)

where ⟨yi⟩ ∈ ⟨y⟩ is the expectation value for the i-th data bin.
An iterative MLEM solution to (3) is given by [36], [50]:

λ
(k+1)
j =

λ
(k)
j∑

i∈I
mij

∑
i∈I

mij ŷi∑
j′∈J

mij′λ
(k)
j′ + b̂i

, (5)

where k is the iteration number, b̂i = r̂i + ŝi are the elements
of the error b̂ (r̂i and ŝi – the contributions of random and
scatter coincidences, respectively).

In practice, the detector sensitivity Msens depends on both
geometric and calibration factors, but we shall take into ac-
count only the former for the simulated data. For convenience,
the following notation for the SRM elements will be used:

mij = niaiχij , (6)

where ni ∈ Msens, ai ∈ Matt and χij is the shift-variant
SRM part, approximating the original model (2) by combining
Mdet.res and Mgeom, while moving the attenuation operation
Matt to the left to be applied after the detector resolution
model. Mdet.res and Mgeom were similarly combined in [51],
only the attenuation operation was moved more accurately to
the right to be performed before the SRM operation, as allowed
by the histo-image data partitioning framework.

Following common practice for TOF PET scanners, we use
the list-mode MLEM, where the main sum over bins in (5) is
replaced by a sum over each measured coincident event ϵ ∈ E
[42]. Considering (6), we could rewrite (5) as follows:

λ
(k+1)
j =

λ
(k)
j∑

i∈I
niaiχij

∑
ϵ∈E

niϵχ(it)ϵ,j∑
j′∈Jϵ

niϵχ(it)ϵ,j′λ
(k)
j′ + b̂∗iϵ

. (7)

where b̂∗iϵ = (r̂iϵ+ŝiϵ)/aiϵ . The TOF information is embedded
in SRM using the tensor form of the time-spread function Kitj

as χit,j = χijKitj (under condition
∑

t∈Ti
χit,j = χij) [52].
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Fig. 1. Hits in TB J-PET: scintillators are in grey and WLS – in green [46].

Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of the variables and kernels used in the analytical
RM of the modular J-PET (a); simulated and fitted detection probability
distribution for an exemplary bin (b, strip IDs 474 and 666). The point
(l∥ = l

∥
0 , l

⊥ = 0) corresponds to the point of the annihilation.

C. Analytical SRM for J-PET

The detector RM Mdet.res is difficult to estimate for multi-
layer modular TB J-PET scanners, since a photon may cross
many scintillators before being scattered (Fig. 1, left). On the
other hand, a unique feature is a continuous character of the
J-PET strips in the axial direction, so we can assume the
detection probabilities depend smoothly on the obliqueness
angle θ (Fig. 1, right).

Extending the idea from [53], a number of 2D simula-
tions were conducted on the transverse plane for back-to-
back emissions and detections in a J-PET scanner. Each such
simulation was launched for a different θ, increased by a
step π/16 starting from 0, while the attenuation coefficient
µ = 0.096 cm−1 (for 511-keV photons in EJ-230 scintillator
[46]) was adjusted accordingly as µ/ cos θ. As a result, the
counts for each θ reflected not only the detector blur, but also
the geometrical contribution to the sensitivity factors ni.

At the following stage, the simulated data were split into
pairs of J-PET strips, which reduced the bin space to I ⊂ R2.
Next, a phenomenological fitting function χi (·) was applied
for each bin, to substitute the joint matrix χij and ni. To
complete the probabilistic model, we used two additional
kernels: HTOF(·) – to account for the TOF information – and
HZ(·) – for hit positions (Compton scatterings in scintillators)
being smeared along Z-axis (Fig. 2, a).

It is not practical to use the Cartesian voxel coordinates
and times of hits (t1 and t2 in Fig. 2) as the arguments of the
aforementioned functions. We therefore defined new variables
with respect to a line-of-response (LOR) – the transverse
coordinates l∥ and l⊥ along LOR and in the normal direction,
respectively. That allowed to employ a log-polynomial of the
5-th order as the fitting functions χi

(
l∥, l⊥, θ

)
(Fig. 2, b). The

full expression is given in the Appendix. TOF and Z-kernels
can be expressed using the Gaussian cumulative distribution
function (CDF) – cdf(x, µ, σ), where µ is mean, σ – standard
deviation (SD):

HTOF(l
∥, l

∥
0) = cdf

[
l
∥
p+1 − l∥, l

∥
0, σ

∥
TOF

]
−

cdf
[
l∥p − l∥, l

∥
0, σ

∥
TOF

]
,

HZ(z, l
∥) = cdf

[
zq+1 − z, z(l∥), σZ

]
−

cdf
[
zq − z, z(l∥), σZ

]
,

(8)

where l∥ is calculated from t1 and t2 and lies between the
transverse projections l

∥
p+1 and l

∥
p of the TOF bins allocated

along LOR (similarly to the STIR framework – see [52]), l∥0
corresponds to the estimated position of the e−e+ annihilation
and SD σ

∥
TOF = σTOF cos θ depends on CRT [44]. Similarly, z

is between the voxel coordinates zq+1 and zq , while the axial
position z(l∥) denotes a point at LOR that corresponds to l∥.
Note that HTOF(l

∥, l
∥
0) is a transverse projection of the initial

oblique TOF-kernel shown in Fig. 2, a.
TB scanners with large AFOVs require yet another axial

correction to account for the parallax effect [54]. The addi-
tional kernel Hprlx

Z (z, l∥, i, θ) depends both on a bin and a
voxel and is triangular for the ideal scanner. HZ(·) is replaced
by a convolution HCRT

Z (z∥, l) ∗ Hprlx
Z (z∥, l, i, θ), where CRT

denotes the Gaussian part.
Eventually, the probabilities χ(it)ϵ,j in (7) for some event ϵ

are replaced as follows:

χ(it)ϵ,j → χiϵ

(
l
∥
j , l

⊥
j , θϵ

)
·HTOF

[
l
∥
j , (l

∥
0)ϵ

]
×[

HCRT
Z (zj , l

∥
j ) ∗H

prlx
Z (zj , l

∥
j , iϵ, θϵ)

]
.

(9)

Since SRM is represented by the fitting parameters, its size
is relatively small, and the symmetry of the scanner allows it to
be reduced at least eight times – from ∼ 0.4 Gb to ∼ 50 Mb.

D. GATE simulation setup

The simulation geometry of the 24-module TB J-PET
replicated our previous study [46] – to resemble 1.5-m 6-ring
PennPET Explorer scanner (for NEMA phantom simulations)
and 2-m uExplorer (for the XCAT) [7], [24]. The detector
arrangement in one module (see Fig. 1) was as follows: 32 EJ-
230 plastic strips of rectangular 30 mm × 6 mm cross-section,
arranged in 2 layers of radii 408.1 mm and 443.1 mm, with
a 3-mm thick mid-layer of WLS scintillators put in between.
We show EJ-230 in grey and WLS in green in all figures.

Two simulations were conducted in GATE – for a NEMA
IEC and a static XCAT phantoms filled with the radioactive
water with the dissolved 18F-FDG and placed at the centre of
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TABLE I
GATE SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF THE TWO PHANTOMS

Phantom Scanner length CRT Total activity Scan time

NEMA IEC L = 1400 mm 191 ps 59 MBq 35 s, 500 s

XCAT L = 2000 mm 237 ps 115 MBq 120 s

Fig. 3. Simulated phantoms inside the TB J-PET scanners (a): NEMA IEC
(shown as wireframe) and XCAT (as µ-map), cross-sections of the attenuation
maps (b), locations of the 12-mm spherical lesions (solid red circles) and the
allocated background ROIs (green circles) in the simulated XCAT (c).

the TB J-PET scanners (Fig. 3, a). A dedicated software (see
[55]) was utilised to define the XCAT activity and attenuation
(µ-) maps. The simulation parameters are given in Table I.
Total activity and acquisition times for the NEMA IEC were
selected to be consistent with our previous works, namely to
match either 107 (35-s scan – see [31], [48], [56]) or 153×106

(500-s, same dataset as in [46]) true events. As for the XCAT,
the value 115 MBq reflected similar studies made for 25-MBq
phantom in uExplorer [24], [54], assuming its sensitivity is
about 4.6× higher than for the 2-m TB J-PET (see [46]). The
scan duration of 120 s is in between those for the smaller
phantom, considering also longer diagnostics would require
motion correction. Peak activity concentrations were about
22 kBq/ml (NEMA IEC) and 12.5 kBq/ml (XCAT) – close
to the maximums of the noise equivalent count rate (NECR),
estimated in the earlier work for uniform elongated sources of
diverse lengths [46].

E. Data pre-processing, sensitivity and attenuation correction

Data pre-selection was performed using the criteria estab-
lished in previous works: a 3-ns coincidence window and
a 200-keV threshold for the minimal energy deposited via

TABLE II
GATE COINCIDENCE STATISTICS (×106 EVENTS)

Phantom True
Phantom Detector

Random
scattered scattered

NEMA IEC (35-s scan)

Initial
10.24 14.67 4.69 14.51

(23.2%) (33.2%) (10.6%) (32.9%)

Filtered
10.11 6.72 4.29 0.55

(46.7%) (31.0%) (19.8%) (2.5%)

XCAT

Initial
42.34 66.72 12.04 141.14

(16.1%) (25.4%) (4.6%) (53.9%)

Filtered
41.03 50.77 10.98 20.66

(33.2%) (41.1%) (8.9%) (16.7%)

Compton scattering [31], [46]. The majority of the research
was done for the data constituted only by true coincidence
events. The other studies, which considered the additive contri-
butions b̂i > 0, had some geometrical restrictions imposed on
LORs (must cross the phantom) and time differences between
hits (c0|t1 − t2| < LOR length, c0 – the speed of light in the
air). The distributions of coincidences by type before and after
such a procedure are shown in Table II (the 500-s scan of the
NEMA IEC exhibited similar fractions to that for 35-s). As
explored, the geometrical filtering – similar to the one used
in [2] – does not corrupt the Poisson distribution for the true
and scattered events, yet cuts out a large fraction of randoms,
especially for the NEMA IEC.

For the list-mode format, we favoured the performance of
the algorithm over data reduction, having stored the scintillator
IDs, the expected annihilation coordinates, the obliqueness
angle θ and time differences for two hits rescaled to the
variable l∥. That amounted to about 40 bytes per event, or
up to 6.5 Gb for the largest dataset (153 × 106 records). On
resampling, the size can be reduced at least twice.

Hit positions in J-PET strips were post-smeared along Z-
axis, using normal distribution with SD σZ = 2.12 mm
that reflects WLS resolution (full width at half maximum)
FWHM = 5 mm [47]. Similarly, times of hits underwent
Gaussian smearing, depending on CRT, which degrades for
longer AFOV [46] (see Table I).

The sensitivity and attenuation correction (AC) factors were
merged in the denominator sum (7), using the analytical SRM
model (9), integrated over the obliqueness angle θ:∑

i∈I
niaiχij →

∑
i∈I

∫
θ

ai,θ · χi

(
l
∥
j , l

⊥
j , θ

)
dθ. (10)

The factors ai,θ were calculated by accelerated Siddon
projectors [57] using the predefined µ-maps (Fig. 3, b). We
imply that the functions χi(·) on the right side of (10) have
the geometrical contributions ni already embedded within.

F. Scatter correction

To better analyse the impact of the RM model, we mainly
focused on the subsets with true coincidences, so that b∗iϵ = 0.
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However, several reference tests were also launched with
the additive factors included (see Table II). There is an
ongoing study dedicated to the advanced classification of the
random events in J-PET, hence we concentrated on the scatter
correction inside the phantoms. On utilising the scripts for
the single scatter simulation (SSS) from the STIR reconstruc-
tion framework1 [58], [59], low-resolution SSS-sinograms (48
views, axial ring difference ∆z = 66 mm) were generated
for each phantom, considering the ideal cylindrical scanner
geometry that matched the inner radius of the modular J-
PET. The list-mode scatter contributions ŝiϵ were estimated
using interpolation and divided by the AC factors aiϵ . Since
STIR does not account for bin sensitivities (required to
properly assess additive corrections), the values were also
normalised with respect to the SRM model (9), i.e. the sum∑

j∈Jϵ
χiϵ(·)HTOF(·)HZ(·).

G. Reference TOF MLEM

The reconstructed activity concentrations were compared
with the results, obtained by a list-mode TOF MLEM from
the CASToR framework [60], which is easier to utilise for the
multi-layer total-body J-PET than STIR. It computes SRM
using line projectors with no default model for Mdet.res. For
consistency with AC, we have selected the accelerated Siddon
projector. CASToR has no internal features to calculate detec-
tor normalisation factors and scatter correction. The first issue
was resolved by providing Monte Carlo simulated sensitivity
maps (for two scanner lengths), later converted to the list-
mode as required by the framework. As there is no SSS
implementation in CASToR, only the data for true events was
reconstructed and compared with our results.

H. Image quality and ground truth metrics

According to NEMA, image quality parameters – contrast
recovery coefficient (CRC) and background variability (BV)
– describe qualitatively the clinical imaging conditions, us-
ing the pre-defined circular regions-of-interest (ROIs), which
encircle the six NEMA IEC spheres on the transverse plane,
intersecting their centres [61]. On the background area, twelve
additional ROIs are drawn concentrically for each sphere,
replicated at ±10 mm and ±20 mm from the main plane.

The coefficients CRCH,d and CRCC,d for a hot (higher
activity) or a cold (no activity) sphere of a diameter d are
estimated as follows:

CRCH,d =

µH,d

µB,d
− 1

α− 1
, CRCC,d = 1− µC,d

µB,d
, (11)

where µH,d, µC,d and µB,d are the average intensities of the
corresponding ROI around a hot or a cold sphere and on the
background, respectively; α is the activity ratio between the
hot regions and the background (local contrast).

BV of a sphere depends on the SD of the background σB,d:

BVd =
σB,d

µB,d
, (12)

1STIR version 3.0 was used.

σB,d =

√√√√ 1

NROI − 1

NROI∑
i=1

(µB,d,i − µB,d)2, NROI = 60. (13)

For our simulation, four smaller spheres of the NEMA
IEC (diameters 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm, 22 mm) were set
hot with 4× higher activity than in the background, while
the other two (28 mm, 37 mm) were cold. To emulate
the NEMA requirement of averaging (11)-(12) over multiple
measurements, we randomly drew 30 sets of background ROIs.

In a similar way, two spherical 12-mm lesions were sim-
ulated in lung and liver regions of the XCAT, located at
(x, y, z) = (90 mm, 11 mm, 486 mm) and (x, y, z) = (90 mm,
11 mm, 371 mm), respectively (Fig. 3, c). Local contrasts were
set as 16 : 1 (lung) and 3 : 1 (liver), similarly to the work
[54]. To estimate CRC and BV, ROIs were drawn around the
lesions and on a nearby background. Due to a lack of area
with uniform activity, their number was reduced to 8 (or 40
in total). To further expand the study, image quality analysis
was conducted using two sets of ROIs, drawn on transverse
(XY ) and coronal (XZ) planes (Fig. 3, c).

As additional metrics, we used the root mean square error
(RMSE) and structural similarity (SSIM) index between the
reconstructed image ⟨λ⟩ and the initial radio-trace distribution
λ(GT) (ground truth – GT) defined for the simulation [62]:

RMSEGT =

√√√√ 1

Nvox

Nvox∑
j=1

(
⟨λj⟩ − λ(GT)

j

)2

, (14)

SSIMGT =
(2µλµGT + c1) (2σcov + c2)

(µ2
λ + µ2

GT + c1) (σ2
λ + σ2

GT + c2)
, (15)

where Nvox is the total number of voxels, c1 = (0.01L)2, c2 =
(0.03L)2 – the constants that depend on the peak intensity
L of the two images, µλ, µGT are the averages, σ2

λ, σ2
GT –

the variances, σcov – the covariance between ⟨λ⟩ and λ(GT),
respectively. The ideal RMSE is zero, SSIM index – one.

I. Programming tools and computational resources

For simulations and analysis, we used R/Rcpp libraries with
vectorized functions [63], [64]. The executables were launched
in the multi-thread mode on 48 regular nodes of CIŚ cluster2

(Intel Xeon E5-2680v2, 128 GB RAM).

III. RESULTS

We modelled SRM and reconstructed the data for the
2.5 mm × 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm voxel. The SDs for the
kernels (8) reflected the CRT and axial resolution of WLS:
σTOF = c0 · CRT/(4

√
2 log 2) (12.2 mm and 15.1 mm for the

shorter and longer J-PET, respectively), σZ = 2.12 mm. TOF
bin difference in (8) was set below σTOF at l∥p+1−l

∥
p = 5.0 mm.

Each reconstructed image was rescaled to kBq/ml: nor-
malised so that its sum matched the true activity of the
phantom (Table I) and later divided by the volume of the voxel.

We shall use the following notation for TOF MLEM:
– ”no RM”: the reference algorithm from CASToR which

does not consider the detector and axial smearing;

2CIŚ – Centrum Informatyczne Świerk: https://www.cis.gov.pl/
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Fig. 4. Selected cross-sections of the reconstructed NEMA IEC phantom
for the simulated 35-s scan, using various TOF MLEM implementations and
coincidence types present in the datasets.

– ”image-based PSF”: the CASToR implementation with
an image domain shift-invariant RM kernel [30], [60]. A
point spread function (PSF) is modelled as a Gaussian
convolutional filter with FWHMs set as 5.5 mm and
7.0 mm for transaxial and axial components, respectively
– close to the PSFs estimated in the dedicated work [46];

– ”original”: our algorithm, with a realistic analytical RM.

A. NEMA IEC phantom

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the transverse (z = 37 mm) and
coronal (y = 0 mm) cross-sections of the reconstructed NEMA
IEC phantom, obtained using different RMs for 35-s and 500-s
scans, respectively. The original TOF MLEM produces slightly
better local contrast than the PSF from CASToR, more visible
in the first figure, indicating superior resolution recovery. The
lack of RM substantially increases noise (top row in Fig. 5),
while shift-invariant PSF produces more notable artefacts at
the edges (Gibbs overshoot) enhanced at higher iterations for
the larger dataset, in particular along the axial direction, not
observed for our implementation.

Fig. 4 (bottom row) also presents the results for a dataset
with all additive contributions (”all coincidences”) and scatter
correction applied. Very similar images were obtained for the
data without random events and scattered in the detector (see
Table II), yet also inferior to the case of only true coincidences
– with lower activity concentration in the hot spheres. To
distinguish the outcomes, we checked the difference images
between three cases: true (T), true + phantom scattered (T +
PS) and all types (All) of coincidences taken for the recon-
struction. As shown in Fig. 6, the additive factors mostly affect
the hot regions (see 1D profiles). A minor axial inconsistency
is visible at the centre, in particular for the difference between

Fig. 5. Selected cross-sections of the NEMA IEC phantom, reconstructed
for the simulated 500-s scan (true events only) using various TOF MLEM
implementations. The arrows point where Gibbs overshoot is visible.

Fig. 6. Top: NEMA IEC activity concentrations ⟨λ⟩ and the difference
images, reconstructed for the true (T), true + phantom scattered (T + PS)
or all types (All) of coincidences (15-th iteration, 500-s scan). Bottom: 1D
difference profiles built along the dashed lines shown in cross-sections.

the reconstructed activities ⟨λ⟩(All) − ⟨λ⟩(T) in coronal slice.
We explored it is unrelated to the geometrical pre-filtering and
cannot be eliminated by re-normalisation of ŝiϵ . Presumably, a
further refinement of the SSS method can help – either energy
window adjustment (we used the default 350 keV – 650 keV),
higher sinogram resolution and/or TOF information included.

B. Static XCAT phantom

Fig. 7 presents the maximum intensity projections (MIPs)
along the Y -axis and the various cross-sections of the sim-
ulated XCAT phantom, reconstructed after the 7-th and 15-
th iterations, depending on the TOF MLEM setup and types
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Fig. 7. Selected MIPs and cross-sections of the XCAT, reconstructed by various TOF MLEM implementations and coincidence types included in the dataset.
The slices were selected to cover the 12-mm lesions: x = 90 mm (sagittal, torso part), y = 11.25 mm (coronal) and z = 371.25 mm (transverse, across the
liver). T – true, T + PS – true + phantom scattered, All – all types of coincidences.

Fig. 8. Partial coronal cross-sections (y = −6.25 mm, covering arms)
of the ⟨λ⟩ − λ(GT) differences for various reconstructed XCAT activity
concentrations after the 7-th iteration (top) and the corresponding histograms
built for the voxels under the condition λ(GT) > 0 (bottom).

of coincidences that constituted the dataset. Similarly to the
NEMA IEC, the difference between the image-based PSF
(CASToR) and our method is subtle for true events, mostly
seen around lesions, brain area (coronal slice) and far from
the centre of AFOV (palms, legs).

More details can be extracted from the differences between
the reconstructed activities ⟨λ⟩ and GT – λ(GT). The exam-
ination of Fig. 8, top around the torso region indicates that
the PSF correction exhibits worse edge preservation, even
compared with the data containing additive components. The
realistic SRM modelling leads to higher spatial resolution and
more accurate reconstruction of the areas far from the centre
of the scanner. The histograms at the bottom of Fig. 8 are
as well more symmetric for our method. In the presence of

phantom scattered events (T + PS), there is some noise left
after SSS-correction, but far smaller than in the uncorrected
image (on the right) and with a rectified bias in the histogram.
It is important to note that the differences ⟨λ⟩(All) −λ(GT) and
the histogram for the scatter-corrected data are close to the
ones for T + PS, despite the presence of randoms (not shown).

C. Image quality

Fig. 9, top presents the estimated CRC(BV) dependencies
for three NEMA IEC spheres (two hot and one cold), calcu-
lated for 35-s (left) and 500-s (right) scans, utilising diverse
TOF MLEM variants. Considering the CRC variance of the
ROI choice (shown for the ”original (T)” as ribbons), the
curves for the realistic RM (9) are superior and closer to the
ideal point CRC = 1,BV = 0, compared with a single Siddon
projector used by CASToR (only true events), with or without
a stationary Gaussian PSF kernel. The original algorithm also
converges faster, but reaches higher BV for the NEMA IEC
than the reference (with PSF), especially for the shorter scan,
which points at a need for regularisation. We also observe a
CRC degradation for the 22-mm sphere (NEMA IEC) and the
12-mm lesion in the liver (XCAT), not directly related to the
TOF MLEM setup and PET data.

Scatter-corrected data exhibit worse local contrast, as ex-
pected, further suppressed in the presence of random and
detector scattered events (Fig. 9, top left). We see an incon-
sistency, though, for the two methods of ROI allocation inside
the liver XCAT region (brighter solid triangles, at the bottom).
Presumably, an alternate approach should be utilised for the
CRC(BV) assessment, different from the one proposed in [54].

Although we can distinguish the outcomes for various
TOF MLEM setups, image quality assessment may be further
refined in terms of ROI choice and/or averaging over multiple
measurements/simulations, as required by NEMA.
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Fig. 9. Image quality parameters of the NEMA IEC (top) and XCAT (bottom),
reconstructed by the TOF MLEM, depending on the RM, coincidence types
in the dataset and ROI definition methods (XCAT). Ribbons denote the SDs
of the CRC that reflect various ROI choice for the NEMA IEC (top left).

D. Ground truth metrics

The results for RMSEGT and SSIMGT, estimated for differ-
ent RMs and datasets are collected in Fig. 10. The absence
of RM leads to much worse GT metrics (not depicted). An
interesting observation is that the shift-invariant PSF, applied
to the NEMA IEC, results in better RMSEGT and SSIMGT,
compared to our model (true events), especially for the 500-
s scan. Another unexpected outcome is that the NEMA IEC,
reconstructed from the scatter-corrected data comprising in-
complete additive factors (T + PS), reaches lower RMSEGT
than the ”true only” case (not seen for SSIMGT). Both issues
appear to be phantom-related, since the opposite – more
logical – regularities are observed for the XCAT: the best
metrics calculated for the original RM model and the worse –
for a stationary PSF convolution from CASToR.

The best (minimal) RMSEGT is generally shifted to lower
iterations compared to the best (maximal) SSIMGT. The curves
are more consistent for the latter (see Fig. 10), proving that
the SSIM index outperforms RMSE in measuring the quality
of natural images across a wide variety of distortions [62].

IV. DISCUSSION

The results reported so far for the novel TOF MLEM are
overall promising, but more tests are required to clarify the
difference between our implementation and the reference. We

Fig. 10. Evolution of RMSEGT and SSIMGT over 30 iterations, depending
on the phantom, RM, time of scan and coincidence types in the dataset.

shall therefore discuss the phantom impact and the kernel role
– a convolutional PSF or 1D functions HTOF(·) and HZ(·).

A. Phantom role for the RMSEGT and SSIMGT assessment

As seen in Fig. 10, the shift-invariant PSF correction pro-
duced the best RMSEGT and SSIMGT for a longer NEMA IEC
scan. This result may mislead unless we take into account the
specifics of the phantom – a relatively small and located at the
centre of the AFOV. A fixed PSF does not enhance smearing,
and the majority of the NEMA IEC volume has uniform ac-
tivity, 4× lower than in the hot spheres, contributing the most
to the metrics. In other words, the smoother the ”background
volume” is, the better numbers we get. In comparison, the
activity distribution in XCAT is more ”diverse”, hence the
curves are more separable from each other in Fig. 10.

The quasi-asymptotic convergence seen in Fig. 10 may
as well indicate that the image-based PSF acts like a reg-
ularisation. If we as well apply image-domain penalisation
techniques, the outcomes for the novel TOF MLEM would
be much better, as already studied in a dedicated work [48].

B. Kernel shape and size

Given the relatively low count of detected emissions or
the presence of additive factors, one can simplify the RM
kernels as a trade-off between the performance, noise and
image quality. To start with, it is rewarding to redefine the
polynomial fitting functions χi

(
l∥, l⊥, θ

)
(Fig. 2, b) in log-

scale and exclude some irrelevant terms (see Appendix).
Using the 35-s NEMA IEC dataset, we as well explored

the role of the TOF and Z-kernels, imposing a simplified
model for the convolution HCRT

Z (·)∗Hprlx
Z (·). Fig. 11, a shows

the iterative progress of RMSEGT and SSIMGT, estimated
for the precisely calculated Hprlx

Z (·) (”true”) and using a
simplified (triangular) kernel with the same FWHM. Although
the difference is barely seen, a 2× boost in performance was
achieved. This indicates a minor role of the kernel shape,
confirmed by the CRC(BV) dependencies, also close to each
other (not shown).

Two additional curves are depicted for the triangular model
in Fig. 11, a – with the SDs σTOF and σZ deliberately enlarged
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Fig. 11. Evolution of the GT metrics over iterations (a) and the differences
between the reconstructed NEMA IEC scan (13-th iteration) (b), depending
on the RM kernel parameters.

(”blurred”) or reduced (”shrunk”) by 50%. It appears that
such adjustments deteriorate the results more significantly than
changing the kernel shape, which is seen in Fig. 11, b – for
the differences between the images at the 13-th iteration, when
the GT metrics are close to each other. That also underlines
the need for the accurate assessment of the J-PET resolution,
which the optimal σTOF and σZ directly depend upon.

C. PSF adjustment in CASToR

Since the activity concentrations reconstructed by the orig-
inal TOF MLEM are close to the results for the CASToR
with a convolver, we have tested a ”de-tune” of the image-
based PSF to check how it affects the outcome. It was done
by a ×1.5 reduction or enhancement of FWHMs used for
the Gaussian convolutional kernel. The corresponding values
covered the span 3.3 mm – 7.5 mm in the transverse and
5.0 mm – 11.25 mm – in the axial directions.

Selected results are aggregated in Fig. 12. The close-up
brain and torso areas of the coronal XCAT cross-sections are
compared for the iterations with the highest SSIMGT. SDs for
⟨λ⟩−λ(GT) and RMSEGT reach the absolute minimum for the
”default” FWHMs, which corresponds to the optimal PSFs
estimated in our earlier study [46]. The reduced (”shrunk”)
kernel exhibit higher contrast yet adds more noise than our
algorithm produces. With further increase of the FWHMs, PSF
correction resembles regularisation: SSIMGT asymptotically
converges after 20-th iteration. However, that also worsens
the contrast and has the bad edge preservation, visible in
the difference images (Fig. 12, b-c). Similar regularities were
observed for the images reconstructed for the same iteration.

The analysis proves that the initial kernel choice was fair
and our RM model is superior to the fixed image-based PSF
convolution. It could be beneficial for additional regularisation,
preventing unexpected artefacts to emerge.

D. Algorithm limitations and potential upgrade

The main motivation for using log-polynomial χi

(
l
∥
j , l

⊥
j , θ

)
is the axial continuity of J-PET scintillators, which would

Fig. 12. Evolution of the GT metrics over 25 iterations (a), the exemplary
coronal cross-sections around the brain (b) and torso (c) of the reconstructed
XCAT (iterations for the highest SSIMGT pointed by red arrows), along with
the relevant difference images ⟨λ⟩ − λ(GT), depending on the RM model.

require a major redesign for a multi-ring scanner (under testing
in GATE). Besides, a voxel-by-voxel SRM recalculation across
a volume around an annihilation point is obviously slower
than the ray-driven Siddon projector used in CASToR, which
is a challenge to be resolved the future. As already shown, a
rigorous RM might be simplified to boost performance, but its
optimisation may require a dedicated study (see [56]).

On the other hand, we predict a more controllable behaviour
of the realistic SRM for further expansion – to cover all
additive corrections, positron range and non-collinearity, or
with regularisation applied (some tests reported in [48]). The
detector blur Mdet.res is modelled fairly accurately, proved by
image quality and edge preservation (Fig. 8) – superior to the
image-based PSF even in the presence of the errors b̂. Also,
as Table II indicates, one cannot neglect the scattering of γ-
photons inside the detection modules, including WLS-strips
(see Figs. 1). This substantiates the need for a more advanced
scatter correction method, other than a phantom-based SSS.

It is theoretically possible to embed the analytical RM in
CASToR, which allows using an external SRM – a promising
perspective, providing it has no tools so far to directly account
for attenuation and scattering in passive elements like WLS.

Finally, we foresee the TOF MLEM application in multi-
photon imaging [2]. Due to a much larger bin space, it is
unpractical to employ a Monte Carlo based SRM modelling,
but multiple projectors could be used to account for Mdet.res
in a similar way on-the-fly. Another problem concerns the
integral (10), which becomes too expensive to calculate in
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terms of attenuation factors. This appears to be a major
challenge to be resolved in the future.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We performed a dedicated research of the original TOF
MLEM tomographic reconstruction algorithm, designed for
the next generation TB J-PET scanner, using the simulated
scans of the NEMA IEC and static XCAT phantoms under
conditions, consistent with a similar studies and/or scanner
geometries similar to the currently used clinical PET systems.

Having capitalised on the J-PET design, used here as an
example of the multi-layer system, we modelled the shift-
variant part of SRM as a result of 2D Monte Carlo simulations
and log-polynomial fitting applied to each pair of scintillator
strips. Further extension of SRM to account for TOF informa-
tion, axial smearing and parallax correction allowed to build
a realistic RM for the scanner, as well as utilise it for the
calculation of sensitivity and attenuation factors. The shift-
variant SRM can also be estimated on-the-fly by multiple
projectors, potentially applicable to multi-photon imaging.

The novel algorithm was tested on the simulated data of
various acquisition times, post-filtered to include only true,
true and phantom scattered, or all types of coincidences. The
data, reconstructed by TOF MLEM, was compared to the
reference method from the CASToR software with no or a
generic image-based RM. The results showed the reliability
of the proposed RM, visually and quantitatively – from the
analysis of image quality, GT metrics and difference images.
The presence of the additive factors produced the outcomes,
slightly inferior to the case of only true events, yet outper-
forming the reference in terms of edge preservation.

The benchmark analysis of the scripts written in R/Rcpp
was not conducted. However, the software is adapted to run in
parallel and can potentially be migrated to dedicated platforms
such as graphics processing units. The performance can be
further boosted by using simpler kernel components for RM.
Along with exploring alternative functions to fit the shift-
invariant SRM part, this could become a rewarding strategy
for further RM upgrade to account for non-collinearity and
positron range, as well as to include penalisation or more
advanced additive corrections.
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APPENDIX
SRM FITTING FUNCTION

To represent the shift-variant SRM elements χij , we model
their components in detector space as analytical functions
χi

(
l
∥
j , l

⊥
j , θ

)
of the obliqueness θ and transverse variables l

∥
j

and l⊥j , denoting the j-th voxel position along a LOR and in a
perpendicular direction, respectively, (see (9) and Fig. 2). We
explore that the Monte Carlo simulated data is best fitted by the
R regression function lm() using a log-polynomial expression
with 35 free coefficients A0 . . . A34:

log
[
χi

(
l
∥
j , l

⊥
j , θ

)
+ 1

]
= exp[

A0 +A1l
∥
j +A2|l∥j |+A3(l

∥
j )

2+

A4l
⊥
j +A5(l

⊥
j )

2 +A6(l
⊥
j )

3 +A7(l
⊥
j )

4 +A8(l
⊥
j )

5+

A9 tan θ +A10 tan
2 θ+

A11l
∥
j l

⊥
j +A12l

∥
j (l

⊥
j )

2 +A13l
∥
j (l

⊥
j )

3 +A14l
∥
j (l

⊥
j )

4+

A15|l∥j |l
⊥
j +A16|l∥j |(l

⊥
j )

2 +A17|l∥j |(l
⊥
j )

3 +A18|l∥j |(l
⊥
j )

4+

A19(l
∥
j )

2l⊥j +A20(l
∥
j )

2(l⊥j )
2 +A21(l

∥
j )

2(l⊥j )
3+

A22l
∥
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⊥
j tan θ +A23l

∥
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⊥
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∥
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⊥
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⊥
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2 tan2 θ+

A34(l
∥
j )

2l⊥j tan2 θ].
(16)

The point (l∥j = 0, l⊥j = 0) reflects the LOR centre. The use
of logarithmic scale and a module |l∥j | substantially reduced
the RMSE, while some terms of the polynomial (containing
(l

∥
j )

3, tan3 θ or higher) have been excluded due to a high p-
value (available from the fitting summary in R [63]).
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